
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Speisen 

WAS ESSEN DIE DEUTSCHEN? / WHAT DO GERMANS EAT? 

landschaftliche Speisen / regional foods 

Defining "German" cuisine (deutsche Kiiche) today is a little like 
trying to define "American" cooking. What is meant by "German," 
"Austrian," or "Swiss" food? The stereotype Americans have of 
German cooking is about as accurate as the German idea of American 
food. Germans think that Americans drink only Coke and eat ham
burgers, canned food, or TV dinners. Americans think that Germans 
drink only beer and eat nothing but wurst, potatoes, and sauerkraut. 
The fact is that "German" food has enjoyed a certain amount of 
diversification in recent times. 

Like Americans, Germans enjoy the varied tastes of international 
cuisine. The meals prepared in Austrian, German, or Swiss kitchens 
also vary a lot by region. German cooking in general has become 
much lighter since World War II, and reflects gastronomic influences 
from Paris, Rome, Vienna, New York, and elsewhere. Any medium
sized German town will usually have some Chinese, Greek, Italian, 
Indian, or Turkish restaurants, in addition to a Burger King or a 
McDonald's. The larger cities will have almost everything. (Mexican 
food is still rather difficult to find.) With the influx of'' guest workers" 
(Gastarbeiter) from Greece, Turkey, Italy, former Yugoslavia, and 
other southern lands over the years, the Austrians, Germans, and 
Swiss have learned to appreciate a rich variety of cooking from other 
lands. If you tire of deutsche Kiiche, there is much more to sample. 
It can be fascinating to try German Chinese food, as opposed to 
American Chinese food-and to discover that there is indeed a differ
ence. (German sweet-and-sour pork is not bright red, as in the States, 
because the Germans frown on artificial food coloring; certain spices 
and seasonings are not used in the German variety.) Turkish Doner 
Kabap in pita bread is a very popular "fast food" available all over 
Germany. 

Regional culinary differences are much greater in German Eu
rope than in America. Bavarian food is not the same as Swabian, 
although these regions are "next-door neighbors." Austrian special
ties like Kernol (pumpkin seed oil) on salads, and the Cafe
Konditorei coffee-and-dessert palace are unique. The Swiss enjoy 
fondue and reclette. German cooks have long owed a great debt to 
Austrian, Czech, Polish, Hungarian, and other foreign influences, 
but never more than now with reunification and increased eastern 
European contact. Wild game (Wild: partridge, quail, rabbit, veni
son, wild duck) is very popular in Germany and is often seen on 
.restaurant menus when in season. Fish and seafood are alw a very 
important element in the German gourmet palette. If Germans want 
a good steak, they visit an Argentinean steak house chain like Chur
rasco or Maredo, found in almost every mid-sized German town. 


